NOTES:
1. ALL PVC PIPES ARE 4" I.D., SCHEDULE 40.
2. SOLVENT WELD ALL JOINTS OF THE FLOTATION SECTION.
3. ATTACH A 4" HDPE FLEXIBLE DRAIN PIPE TO THE POND OUTLET STRUCTURE USING WATER TIGHT CONNECTIONS.
4. FOR ANY NON-TYPICAL SKIMMER OUTLET CONNECTION, SUBMIT A SHOP DRAWING FOR ENGINEER APPROVAL.

PLANT VIEW

ATTACH FLEXIBLE PIPE TO PVC WITH WATER TIGHT CONNECTION

SIDE VIEW

4"-0" X 6"-0" DELAWARE #57 STONE PAD FOR SKIMMER, 4" MINIMUM THICKNESS.

FLANGE WITH RUBBER GASKET MATERIAL (ATTACH TO STRUCTURE WITH CONCRETE SCREWS OR OTHER SUITABLE ATTACHMENT AS APPROVED BY THE ENGINEER).

#4 REBAR GUIDE POST (TYP.) WITH WIRE STOP AT TOP OF RISER.

1" STEEL STRAP (TYP.)

4'-0" HDPE FLEXIBLE DRAIN PIPE

PVC END CAP (TYP.)

WIRE STOP

OVERLAPPING CONNECTING BANDS

PVC 90° ELBOW (TYP.)

FLOATATION SECTION

SKIMMER SECTION

PVC TEE

PVC PIPE (TYP.)

PVC PIPE

POND OUTLET STRUCTURE

12 ROWS OF 5/8" DIA.

Holes, 1½" C.C.

FRONT VIEW

STONE PAD FOR SKIMMER.

4'-0" X 6'-0" DELAWARE #57

8"-0""